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The aperiodic states of zircon: an ab initio molecular dynamics study
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ABSTRACT
We theoretically investigated the local structure of the aperiodic states of zircon (ZrSiO4) using ab
initio quantum mechanical calculations. The low and high density liquid and solid glassy phases
were obtained by constant volume Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics simulations, using the molar
volume of metamict and crystalline zircon, respectively. As in naturally metamict zircons, the polymerization of Si units, the segregation of Zr atoms, and an overall decrease of the Zr coordination
were observed. However, the local ordering of our theoretical glasses differs from that of the natural
amorphous samples. In the theoretical glasses, the Zr-O distances in the first coordination polyhedra
are significantly more distributed and five- and six-coordinated Si species were observed. The relaxation of the glass structure on a time scale exceeding the possibility of molecular modeling is a
possible explanation for these discrepancies. The dielectric and 29Si NMR responses of the glassy
phases were computed, providing new constraints for the analysis of experimental data recorded
from metamict zircons. The calculated NMR spectra are in good agreement with the experimental
NMR spectra in the four-coordinated Si region. Our results show that the usual regular systematic
decrease of the 29Si chemical shift as a function of the polymerization of Si units (Qn species) cannot
be used to interpret the 29Si NMR spectrum of amorphous zircon. In particular, whereas the empirical
scale would indicate an average polymerization of Q3, the average polymerization of Q1.5 observed in
the low density zircon glass can account for the experimental data. In a non-uniform model of the
structure of metamict zircon, this lower average polymerization is consistent with a clustering of
cations limited to few coordination polyhedra.

INTRODUCTION
The amorphization of zircon has been the focus of considerable attention because of its geochemical and technological
implications. It occurs naturally as a result of the accumulation
of radiation damage over time (Holland and Gottfried 1955).
In this case, the amorphization was related to the radioactive
decay of U and Th incorporated during growth of the crystal.
This process dramatically changes the physical and chemical
properties of zircon and many studies report the increased reactivity of damaged zircon (Ewing et al. 1982; Ellsworth et al.
1994; Ewing 1999; Balan et al. 2001a; Geisler et al. 2002).
The structure of the resulting amorphous phase likely determines the dissolution and recrystallization mechanisms of damaged zircon and controls the bulk diffusion of trace elements in
metamict zircons. Since zircon has been proposed for the encapsulation of high-level radioactive wastes, its radiation-induced amorphization has been widely studied, both in natural
samples and in samples implanted with heavy ions. A remarkable similarity has been found between naturally and experimentally amorphized zircons. Amorphous ZrSixOy samples have
also been synthesized in thin films by comagnetron-reactive
sputtering (Qi et al. 2000). These high permittivity films were
actively investigated because they could replace conventional
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oxide or oxynitride films in new metal-oxide-semiconductor
(MOS) devices (Wilk et al. 2000; Rignanese et al. 2002).
In the natural amorphization process induced by radiation
damage, a-recoil nuclei directly amorphize nanometric volumes of the structure, whereas an increase of the unit-cell volume was observed in the nearby still-periodic structure (Salje
et al. 1999; Ríos et al. 2000). This results in the coexistence, at
a sub-micrometric scale, of crystalline and amorphous domains,
which can be observed by transmission electron microscopy
(Murakami et al. 1991; Weber et al. 1994). Because of the random accumulation and overlap of the amorphous domains, zircon progressively reaches a macroscopic quasi-amorphous state,
referred to as the metamict state (Salje et al. 1999). The structural changes associated with amorphization include a decrease
in the Zr coordination, observed by extended X-ray absorption
fine structure spectroscopy (EXAFS) at the Zr K-edge of
metamict zircons (Farges and Calas 1991), and the polymerization of Si species, which causes a strong shift and broadening of the 29Si NMR signal (Farnan and Salje 2001). In addition,
changes in the structure of the amorphous phases between
weakly and highly damaged samples were suggested by X-ray
scattering (Ríos et al. 2000) and nuclear magnetic resonance
investigations (Farnan 1999; Farnan and Salje 2001). These
changes were correlated with the significant macroscopic swelling observed in metamict zircon, which reaches 18% in the
more damaged samples.
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